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ABSTRACT
A historical article from the Johns Hopkins APL Technical Digest was selected to illustrate the
methodology and contributions of Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL)
work in sea control. This historical article represents the approach and focus of APL’s Sea Control
Mission Area: innovating and investigating new concepts, transitioning systems to operational
use, and supporting operational systems with the Fleet. This introduction and the historical article
discuss APL’s effort in identifying and validating the exploitation of acoustic noise directivity that
formed the basis for the subsequent delivery of Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System (SURTASS)
Twinline mobile undersea surveillance to the Navy.

INTRODUCTION
During the heart of the Cold War in 1968, John S.
Foster, Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research and
Development), established a program with the objective
“to develop all relevant technologies, on a continuing
basis, to ensure the long-term survivability of the present fleet ballistic missile submarine force.”1 In 1968, the
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory
(APL) accepted the challenge and created the Strategic Submarine Defense Program, which coupled firstprinciples analyses, technological development, at-sea
testing, tactical guidance development, and operational
analyses to both ensure the security of our SSBN Fleet
and develop and transfer new anti-submarine warfare
systems to the Fleet. That Strategic Submarine Defense
Program has evolved into the Sea Control Mission Area
within APL’s Force Projection Sector. Although the
mission area contributes to the nation’s security across
multiple technical areas, the original focus remains:
innovating and investigating new concepts, transition-

ing systems to operational use, and supporting systems at
sea. One example of APL’s disciplined methodology and
contribution to the Navy is illustrated by the role that
APL played in delivering the Surveillance Towed Array
Sensor System (SURTASS) mobile surveillance capability, the foundation of which was discussed in 1995 in
the Johns Hopkins APL Technical Digest article “Twinline Array Development and Performance in a ShallowWater Littoral Environment” by Allensworth et al.2

INNOVATION AT WORK
SURTASS development began shortly after the end
of the Cold War. The United States had won what had
been called the third battle of the Atlantic,3 where
U.S. Navy anti-submarine warfare systems, combined
with the stealth and capabilities of U.S. submarines,
dominated and ultimately negated the submarine forces
of the Soviet Union. The Berlin Wall had fallen, and
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the Navy turned toward a new submarine threat—that
lance System (SOSUS).4 SOSUS employed bottomed
of diesel electric submarines in the near-land littorals.
moderate-length arrays of cabled hydrophones to form
When running on batteries, diesel electric submaan ocean surveillance grid. As submarines became quirines form a formidable threat because of their stealth
eter, this system became less effective. In the 1970s, APL
at low speed, minimal acoustic signature, and capable
identified the potential for even longer arrays to negate
torpedoes and anti-ship cruise missiles. Coastal areas
the acoustic quieting implemented in the U.S. Straoften have very high levels of shipping concentrated
tegic Submarine Force and to threaten the security of
in shipping lanes between ports of commerce and fishthat force. The key unknown was the length limit and,
ing grounds, producing local
regions of high acoustic noise.
This noise makes detection of
low-noise diesel electric submarines difficult. Further, the
very long towed arrays used
by Navy surveillance assets
are a liability in shallow-water
regions with variable ocean
temperatures and salinity
levels. Out-of-balance arrays
can be damaged if they drag
on the ocean floor. The challenge was to repurpose the
U.S. Navy’s mobile surveillance platforms to maintain
anti-submarine warfare superiority in the face of this new
challenge by delivering a new
set of sensor and processing
capabilities.
The U.S. Navy has maintained passive surveillance
systems in the Integrated
Underwater
Surveillance
System (IUSS) since the
1950s. Low-frequency sound
propagates without significant attenuation in the ocean
because of the deep ocean
sound channel. Nuclear submarines emerged in the Cold
War both as a way to project
power at long distances from
home port without the need
for at-sea refueling and as a
mobile strategic deterrent,
with patrol areas of millions
of square miles. However, submarines emit signatures that
can propagate to very long
ranges. The Navy exploited
the relatively noisy acoustic
characteristics of early nuclear
submarines through the
deployment of a global cabled
undersea surveillance network
Figure 1. The Twinline test and measurement solution. (Reproduced from Ref. 2.)
called the Sound Surveil-
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hence, the gain of these arrays in the ocean in light of
the ubiquitous variability of the oceans. APL developed,
fielded, and analyzed a very long towed array during the
SKELEX and Standard Aries tests.5 The success of both
the Submarine Security–based physics investigations
and the processing approaches that were used led to the
development and deployment of the IUSS SURTASS
platforms used by the United States for anti-surface warfare. These capabilities gave the U.S. Navy a deepwater
complement to SOSUS that had the flexibility not only
to be deployed when and where needed but also to detect
quieter submarines to longer ranges.
In supporting these systems, the APL team conducted extensive analyses and identified and measured
the beam-to-beam variability of noise in the ocean. At
frequencies below roughly 500 Hz, ocean noise is dominated by shipping. SKELEX analyses indicated that the
ocean supported coherence of shipping noise, even at
very long ranges; noise from a ship stays in the beam
aimed at the ship. The result is high noise in sectors
pointed toward shipping lanes or fishing areas and low
noise in sectors away from ships. However, the long
towed arrays of SURTASS had a problem: the single line
of the array could not distinguish ship noise that came
from the port (principal left side) and the starboard
(conjugate right side). Shipping sectors on the port side
contaminated the starboard side, in effect doubling the
angular high-noise sectors. Naval operators adopted
clever strategies in deep water, such as towing toward the
shipping lanes so only the forward beams were impacted.
Unfortunately, shallow-water heading constraints in
confined areas made this more difficult.
To maintain gain yet decrease the length of the
towed array, the Twinline concept was developed: tow
two lines of hydrophones close together to form nulls on
the conjugate side. The concept was simple, and modeling suggested high payoff. The uncertainties were high.
Did bottom scattering cause coherence loss, splattering
a ship’s noise to all beams? Given waves, currents, and
heading changes, how does one know where the two
arrays are? How does one get time-synchronous samples
from all of those phones? What is the best processing
method? In the tradition of the SSBN Security Technology Program, the APL modeling, engineering, and
processing teams joined to build what had never been
built before and test it in the real-world environments
that the Navy faced, evolving the Twinline concept to
an operational system.
The team designed and built a research system that
could be fielded and reused in multiple areas, with accurate array shape measurement and digital data collection. Figure 1 illustrates the solution.
The two arrays are towed at the same depth, parallel
to each other with a head line setting the initial line separation. Paravanes provide the separation force. A frequency array measurement system with high-frequency

pingers and receivers throughout the array locates elements to within ±0.5 in. Nonacoustic heading sensors
embedded in the array measure pressure (depth), temperature, magnetic heading, and pitch and roll, serving
to validate a simpler second array shape solution (ultimately used in many modern towed arrays) to measure
shape. The APL team applied its years of acoustic system
design experience to ensure low-noise mechanical design
and vibration isolation as well as careful pre-whitening,
automatic gain control, and digitization of the acoustic
data. The system was designed to gather research-grade
data to establish the viability of the concept.
A lesson learned from past Security Program tests
was that at-sea processing ensures data integrity. Eleven
racks of electronics that both support the array and
provide real-time processing of the acoustic data were
assembled and deployed. The testing of Twinline was
supported by both the engineering team and the scientific analyses team. The team later implemented the
Twinline beamformer into the processing stream as well
as a set of acoustic analysis modules that enabled in situ
assessment of array performance and status, including noise and signal gain. In 1994, the team tested the
system in the Adriatic Sea.
The system exceeded performance expectations.
The noise directivity measured at sea is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The data in the figure are presented relative to
the tow direction of the array: 0° is forward and 180°
aft. The Adriatic has strong shipping lanes, which
result in noise coming in from different directions
relative to the array. At this location, the dominant
shipping lane is at 180°, evidenced by beam levels of

Figure 2. The at-sea measurements. (Reproduced from Ref. 2.)
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in vector towed arrays are motivated by APL’s foundational work.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 3. Noise gain measurements showing large gains
afforded by the Twinline array. (Reproduced from Ref. 2.)

40 dB. A secondary shipping area is near 90°, with
noise levels of 20–30 dB. Single-line arrays cannot differentiate right from left. For example, a beam aimed at
120° for the red single line has exactly the same level
as one aimed at 240°. This inability to differentiate the
right (bottom 0–180°) from the top (180–360°) results
in the “mirror image” of the red curve on the top and
the bottom. The Twinline resolves the two sides, as
evidenced by the blue curve, which is only influenced
by shipping in the steering direction. The blue Twinline noise is always equal to or lower (better) than the
red single-line curve. For example, the noise at 160° is
10 dB lower, as the shipping lane peaks at 200°. A large
reduction in noise is seen from 230° to 290°, where the
blue Twinline achieves noise levels of roughly 10 dB,
in contrast to the 30–40 dB levels of the single line, a
reduction of 20 dB. In effect, the Twinline rejects the
high-noise sectors on the other side of the array (50°
to 100°). In good propagation, a reduction of 10 dB in
shipping noise provides 10× range enhancements for
detection of a submarine.
Detection performance of the Twinline array was
better than expected because of the presence of unusually quiet beams. Measurements of noise gain, the reduction of noise in a beam compared to that from a single
phone, were very high across the frequency band of measurement, as seen in Fig. 3 (Fig. 5 in the original article).
The mean noise gain processed for all beams agreed
with theoretical expectations, but percentile calculations showed that the quietest beams (25th percentile,
yellow) were roughly 18 dB quieter than the means. Surveillance systems detect best on quiet beams.
Other data sets and analyses led to the development of Twinline TB-29 SURTASS, which remains an
operational capability in today’s Navy. Recent advances
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APL’s Sea Control Mission Area expanded in scope
from its birth in ensuring the survivability of our submarine ballistic missile deterrent. The original goal of
“providing the technological base for any future seabased systems” remains core to the mission. SURTASS
Twinline was the product of a multidisciplinary team
that found a solution to a Navy capability gap and
brought it to operational utility. The foundational effort
described briefly in this article, and described in depth
in the 1995 article by Allensworth et al., epitomizes the
process of rapid innovation that continues today in the
Sea Control Mission Area: postulate, analyze, implement, test, assess, and proceed if warranted.
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